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A criterion to measure derivational complexity of formal grammars and 
languages is proposed and discussed. That is, the associate language and the 
L-associate language are defined for a grammar such that the former represents 
all the valid derivations and the latter represents all the valid leftmost deriva- 
tions. It is shown that for any phrase-structure grammar, the associate language 
is a contex-sensitive language and the L-associate language is a context-free 
language. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an associate language to be 
a regular set and to be a context-free language are found. The idea in the 
above necessary and sufficient conditions is extended to the notion of "rank" 
for a measure of derivational complexity of context-free grammars and lan- 
guages. It is shown that for each nonnegative integer k, there exists a context- 
free language whose rank is k. The paper also includes a few solvable decision 
problems concerning derivational complexity of grammars. 
INTRODUCTION 
The  initial efforts to classify languages by their complexity were made by 
Hartmanis,  Lewis, and Stearns [Hopcroft  and U l lman (1969)]. The  two 
measures of complexity they considered are bounds on the amount of  tape 
used and bounds on the number  of moves made by the Tur ing  machine with 
a given input. The  pity is that the above two measures are too general to shed 
light on grammatical complexity of languages. Another complexity measure 
due to Gladkij (1964) and Book (1971) is bounds on the length of derivations 
in a given grammar. It  seems to be a suitable measure of grammatical  
complexity of context-sensit ive languages but is still too general to apply to 
context-free grammars and languages. Appropriately simple complexity 
measures for context- free grammars and languages were given by Gruska 
(1969). 
In  this paper, we propose the notion of "associate language" as a measure 
of derivational complexity of grammars. Let  G be a grammar with productions 
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P. The associate language of G is a subset of P*, which consists of those 
strings that are corresponding to the valid derivations in G. We denote this 
by d(G) .  A particular subset of d (G)  which corresponds tothe valid leftmost 
derivations i denoted by ~(G)  and is called the L-associate language. 
Apart from the problem of derivational complexity, another eason which 
encourages our study of associate languages i the following. Recently, great 
efforts were made to obtain reasonable extensions of context-free grammars. 
Among them, the matrix grammar [Abraham (1965)], the programmed 
grammar [Rosenkrantz (1969)], the scattered context grammar [Greihach and 
Hopcroft (1969)] and the state grammar [Kasai (1970)] were shown to he 
closely related to each other [Salomaa (1970); Moriya (1970); Mayer (1972)]. 
That is to say, the restricted use of productions i playing an essential role in 
the above extensions. And from this point of view, it is immediately noticed 
that the grammars with control set [Ginsburg and Spanier (1968)] should 
fall into the same category. Now there are admissible reasons to say that the 
associate languages may be useful tools in the study of above extended 
context-free grammars. Because, for example, the emptiness problem for a 
matrix grammar (in the sense of Salomaa (1970) and Moriya (1970)) is 
equivalent to that for ~¢(G) (5 R, where G is a (~-free) context-free grammar 
and R is a regular set, and the study of the grammars with control set is 
nothing other than the study of ~(G)  n C, where C is a control set. 
The paper is divided into four sections. In Section l the basic definitions 
and general facts about associate languages are presented. In Section 2 a 
necessary and sufficient condition for an associate language to be a regular set 
is given. Sections 3and 4 deal with only context-free grammars and languages. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the associate language of a context- 
free grammar to be a context-free language is given in Section 3. Section 4 is 
concerned with derivational complexity of context-free grammars and 
languages. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to the referee for his information 
that some of the results in this paper (Theorems 1 and 3) were known at 
earlier dates by a number of authors. 
I. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL RESULTS 
We now give a formal definition of the associate language. The reader is 
assumed to be familiar with the basic notions and notations of language 
theory. Throughout this paper, all terms and symbolisms used follow 
Ginsburg's book (1966), unless indicated otherwise. 
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DEFINITION. Let G = (VN, Vr ,  P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar, 
where V N (nonterminals), V r (terminals), and P (productions) are finite 
nonempty sets, and S is the sentence symbo#. Conventionally we denote 
VN u Vr by V. 
Let 7r be a production u --~ v, and w 1 and w 2 be words in V*. If there are 
x and y in V* such that w 1 -~ xuy and w 2 = xvy, then we say w 1 =~ w 2. 
If c~ = 7r 1 -.. 7r k (each rr i in P) and w o ~1 wl =~ "'" ~% wk, then we say 
w o ~ w~. ~ is called an associate word of a derivation w0 =~ w 1 ~ "-" =~ w e . 
The subscript ce may be omitted from *~, when it is not necessary. 
The set of accociate words of derivations from the sentence symbol in G 
which are producing terminal strings (called valid derivations) is denoted by 
~/(G) and is called the associate language of G. In symbols, 
d(G)  = {a in P* I S *~ w, w in Vr*}. 
c~ 
LXVy i f x  is in DEFINITION. Let ~r be a production u ~ v. Say xuy ~ 
Vr*. The relation ~L* will be defined in the same manner as *~. We call 
Wo ~L w~ ~i  ... =>r we a leftmost derivation. 
The L-associate language, ~(G) ,  of a grammar G is the set of associate 
words of valid leftmost derivations in G. That is, 
L*  
~/L(G) = {c~ in P*[  S ~ w, w in Vr*}. 
c~ 
According to the above definitions, we regard an associate language and an 
L-associate language as the set of valid derivations and the set of valid 
leftmost derivations, respectively. But it should be remarked that given a 
derivation D, more than two associate words possibly correspond to it even 
when D is leftmost. For example, let G be the grammar ({S, X}, {a}, 
{~h: S--+ XX,  7r~: XX- -+ XX,  rr3: X--+ X, rq: XX----> a}, S) and consider 
the derivation D in G: 
S~XX~XX~a.  
The associate words of D are rrvr27r 4 and 7rl%r q (even when D is leftmost). 
Moreover, note that given an associate word, the corresponding nonleftmost 
derivations are not unique. 
Nevertheless, it will be proved that the associate language is a reasonable 
representation f derivational complexity of a grammar. 
1 In Ginsburg's notation, G = (V, Vr, P, S), where VN ~ V -- VT. 
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Now we shall be concerned with the problem how complex the associate 
language is. The case we are most interested in is that the grammars to be 
considered are context-free. The next example shows that the associate 
language d(G)  is not necessarily context-free ven if G is so. 
Hereafter we shall use the abbreviations "cfg" and "cfl" for "context-free 
grammar" and "context-free language", respectively. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be a cfg ({S, X, Y}, {a}, {~q: S --+ XY ,  ~r~: X --+ XX,  
,ra: Y --+ YY ,  rra: X ~ a, rrs: Y --+ a}, S). If  d (G)  is a cfl, it follows that 
*" g 3 i+ l  ~+1 d(G)  n ~-~-~*~-~*~-~*~-~* = s~ ~. ~, ~~ i i, j >i- O} 
is a cfl, a contradiction. Thus d (G)  is not a cfl. 
It is easy to prove that d (G)  is context-sensitive if G is context-free. But 
we can obtain a more general result. The next theorem was obtained inde- 
pendently by many authors [Stotskij (1967); Friant (1968a); Fleck (1971)]. 
J~rvi (1970) improved the proof of Stotskij. Some of them are concerned 
with only a partial result (for context-sensitive grammars). It should be also 
noted that some of their results are based on the grammar of a similar form 
as given in Hopcroft and Ullman (1969), i.e., productions in a phrase- 
structure grammar G = (VN, Vr ,  P, S) are of the form u -+ v, where u is in 
V*VNV* and v is in V*. 
In the proof of the next theorem, the abbreviation "csl" will be used for 
"context-sensitive language". 
THEOI~EM 1. Let G be a phrase-structure grammar. The associate language 
d(G)  is a csl. 
Proof. Let G = (VN , VT , P, S). Introduce new symbols: Let 
VT ~- {a[ a in VT} , Vp = {X~r [X in VN, 7r in P}, C = {c~ [ ~r in P}, and 
= {g~ 1 ~r in P}. For further new symbols S', L, R, D and d, let 
VN' = Vz~u Vru  V~,uCuCu{S ' ,L ,R ,D} and Vr' = VruPw{d}.  
Consider the phrase-structure grammar G' ~ (VN', Vr', P', S'), where P '  is 
defined as follows. 
(1) S' --~ LSR is in P'.  
(2) For each 7r in P, u ~ c~Fl(u) is in P', where 7r is u -+ v and 
II(u) -~ (X1)='" (Xk)~ if u -= X I " "  X~ with each Xi in V~. 
(3) For each X in VN, a in VT and ~r in P, Xc~ --+ c=X, gc, --+ c~g and 
Dc= --~ c~D are in P'.  
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(4) For  each ~r in P, Lc.~ --~ zrLG is in P ' .  
(5) For  each X in VN, a in Vr and 7r in P, g~X --~ Xg~, g ,~-~ dg.~ and 
g,,D ~ Dg,~ are in P ' .  
(6) Let  ~r in P be u --+ v. Then  gJ I (u )  --+ ~ is in P '  if I u I < ] v 12, and 
g,~H(u) --+ v-Dlul-I~r+l is in P '  if I u I >/ I  v I, where ~7 is the string obtained 
from v by replacing all elements of V r in v by the corresponding elements 
of Vr. 
(7) For  each X in V N and a in VT, DX --+ XD and D~ -+ gD are in P'. 
(8) For  each a in V T , dR --+ Ra and DR ~ Rd are in P ' .  
(9) LR ~ dd is in P ' .  
Since ] u I ~< I v I for each u --+ v in P', L(G')  is a csl [Chomsky (1959)]. 
Let  h be the homomorph ism of (VT')* into P*  defined by h(~r) - -  ~r for each ~- 
in P and h(x) = e 3 for each x in Vr' - P. We shall show that d (G)  = h(L(G')). 
Let  ¢ be the homomorph ism of (V')*  into V* 4 defined by ¢(X)  = X 
for each X in VN, ¢(X~) = X for each X~ in Vp,  ¢(g) ---- ¢(a) = a for 
each a in V T and ¢(x) = e for each other symbol x in V'. I t  is easy to see that 
if S N~ w in G for some w in Vr*, then 
S' ~ LSR *~ o~LwlR ~ o~LRw 2 ~ c~ddw~ 
is val id in G', where w 1 is in (Vr  w {D})* and wz is in (Vr  W {d})* with 
¢(Wl) = ¢(w2) = w. Hence a is in h(L(G')) and thus d (G)  _C h(L(G')). 
To show the converse inclusion, suppose that a is a word in h(L(G')). 
There exists co in L(G') such that ~ ---- h(co). Let  
S'  ~ LSR ~ co~ ~ "." ~ m r =co  
~1 a2 ar 
be a derivation generating co. F rom the form of P ' ,  it is easily seen that each co, 
is either of the form aiLfi, or of the form ~#3, for some a~. in P* and fil in 
in (V ' - -P )* .  Let  f (1 )  < . ' -  <f (k )  be those integers uch that as(0, 1 ~< i ~ k, 
are of the form (4). Then  a s ---- af(7~) for a l l j ,  j ~> f (k) .  
First  note that each fi~ (i < r) is of the form 
r f l - l~(u~)  r,~ "" 7 . I I . (u~3 r.(~+~) , ~ >~ o, 
] w ] denotes the length of a word w. 
8 • is the empty word. 
4 Recall that V' = VN" ~ Vv' and V ~ ~'N t'd VT .  
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where 1ri~- (1 ~ j  ~s)  is u~j -~v ,~,  7lJ (1 <~j ~< s) is in (VTk.J {D})* 
{%, ,  e~,a}(Vr t3 {D})* and 7i(~+~) is in (V T U {D})* R(Vr '  - -  P)*, because of 
the following reasons: 
(i) Each c~ is to be produced on the left of H(u) (~r is u --+ v). 
(ii) Any element of C k2 C cannot go left or right through elements of 
v , .  
(iii) There are no productions of the form c.c~ ~ c.c. ,  g..c. --+ eng. nor 
For each fii, let 
(I)(fii) = %(Yi~) $( I I ,  l(Uil)) 4(7i2) "" %(7i,) ¢(H,~(ui~)) $(yi(~+~)), 
where ¢(Ilig(ui~)) : v,j if ;% contains c-% and ¢(IIi~(u,~)) : ui~ otherwise, for 
each 1 ~<j ~< s. We shall show the following: 
(*) If S' *~ wj(o = ~st{)Lf~s(,), i >~ 1, 
then S *~m) wi is valid in G for some w i in V* such that w~ = ~(]~/(d). 
This will be proved by induction on i. The statement is clearly true i f l  = 1. 
Assume that the statement is true for all p, p < k. Suppose 
coi(~) = c~1(~)Lfly(~ ) *~ c~j(~)rrLfis(~+l ) = oJi(~+1) 
for some ,r in P. Let ~r be u--~ v. There should exist an integer t 
( f (p )  <~ t < f (p  + 1)) such that fi~ contains c. and corresponding/Y(u). 
Since newly produced c~ is still unchanged to g. at oJt, it follows by (ii) that 
~(fiJ) = ~(fi~J+i) for allj, f (p )  ~<j 4 t - -  1. Let 
3 '  = ~t l /~t l ( " t l )  7 t2  " ' "  7 t f l~s(ULs)  7*(s+1) • 
By (ii), I ln(ut~ ) =/ / (u )  and c= is in ~'n. Thus it follows that 
• - -  n . . ,  • ~ cg(~)~rL~v D 7~ 7~drI~(u~) 7~(~+~) o~(~+~) 
for some n >~ 0 with ~b(W~) = ~(7't1). Now by the inductive hypothesis, 
S N.~(.) w. = q)(fi~(.)) in G. Since ~(fi~(.)) = q)(fi~) and 
~r 
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is valid in G, S *~,.~(,)~ w,+l = ~(/3¢(,+a) ) is valid in G. Hence (*) is 
verified. 
Since any production of the form (4) is no longer applicable to any wi 
(i > f(k)), no production of the form (2) is applicable to wi. Thus ¢(fi1(k)) 
is in Vr*. This implies that S *~J(k) wk is valid in G with w k in Vr*. Thus 
as(k) is in d (G) .  As we have seen, a~(k) = at .  Since fir is in (Vr')* , 
a = h(w) = h(al(k)fi, ) ~ a¢(~). Hence a is in s~'(G) and we have shown 
h(Z(G')) c d(a). 
Finally let M = max{I u I, ] v I ] u ~ v in P}. Let 0 be an arbitrary word in 
L(G') and let n be the number of elements of P contained in O. From the form 
of P' ,  O contains at most n(M + 1) + 2 elements of V r' --  P. Thus 
(**) (M+4)  lh(0)l =-(M- l -4 )  n />(31+2)  n+2>/  [OI ,  
since I 0 [ <~ n -~ n(M + 1) + 2 = n(M + 2) + 2. SinceL(G') is a csl and 
the homomorphism h having the property (**) preserves context-sensitiveness 
of L(G') [Ginsburg and Greibach (1966)], h(L(G')) is a csl. Hence ~'(G)  
is a csl. 
As we have just proved, the set of all valid derivations (the associate 
language) in a grammar is context-sensitive. We now consider the set of 
leftmost derivations (the L-associate language) in a grammar. The following 
notation will be convenient. 
Notation. Let M • (K, 22, F, 8, Z0, q0, F) be a pushdown automaton 
(abbreviated "pda"). N(M)  stands for the set {w in X* I (q0, w, Z0) ~- 
(q, e, e), q in F}. 
It  is easy to construct apda M 1 such that N(M)  -~ Null(M1). Thus N(M)  is 
a cfl and we can effectively find a pda M 2 and a cfg G 2 such that N(M)  ~- 
T(M2) = L(G2). 
As we have seen, there is a cfg G such that d (G)  is not a cfl. dr(G),  
however, is a cfl even if G is an arbitrary phrase-structure grammar. In 
particular, if G is a cfg, one can easily show that ~(G)  is a deterministic 
cfl (a simple deterministic language [Korenjak and Hopcroft (1966)]). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a phrase-structure grammar. The L-associate 
language ~(G)  is a cfl. 
Proof. Let G =(VN,VT ,P ,S )  and k - -max{ lu l lu -~v  in P}. 
Consider the pda M ~ (K, 27, F, 3, Zo, qo, F), where K is the set of all 
strings x in VN* such that I x I ~ k, 27 = P , / "  ~- V, Z o = S ,F  = {E} and 
3 is defined as follows. 
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(1) For each ~r in P, x in K and Z in Vw, 3(x, 7r, Z) contains (e, v R) 5 if 
~r is xZ --~ v. 
(2) For each x in K and Z in Vu, 3(x, e, Z) contains (xZ, e) if [ xZ I < h. 
(3) For each a in VT, 8(E, ~, a) = {(E, ¢)}. 
It is straightforward to show that N(M)  = ~L(G). Thus alL(G) is a eft. 
Notation. Let G = (Vz¢ , Vr , P, S). LL(G) denotes the set 
L* 
{w in Vr*] S ~ w}. 
The next corollary was proved by Matthews (1964) in more general form. 
An alternative proof can be found in Ginsburg and Greibach (1966). 
COROLLARY 1. For each phrase-structure grammar G, LL(G) is a cfl. 
A cfg G can be found such that LL(G ) = L(G). 
Proof. Let VT = {g}a in Vr} and consider the grammar 
G' = ( VN u Vr , VT , P', S), 
where P '  = {u --~ ¢7 [ u -+ v in P, ~ is the string obtained from v by replacing 
each element a in V T by d} u {a -+ a ] a in Vr}. ~(G ' )  is a cfl by Theorem 2. 
Let h 1 be the homomorphism of (V kJ VT)* into VT* defined by hl(X ) = 
hl(g ) = ~ and ha(a ) = a for each X in V N and a in V r . Let h 2 be the homo- 
morphism of (P')* into VT* defined by h2(x -+ y) = hl(y ) for each x -~ y in 
P'. Clearly LL(G ) ~ h2(~L(G')) , and thus LL(G) is a eft. 
The second assertion is trivial. 
Ginsburg and Spanier (1968) have considered grammars in which (leftmost) 
derivations are restricted by "control set". Let G = (V•, Vr ,  P, S) be a 
phrase-structure grammar. They called Lc(G ) the language generated by G 
with control set C, where C is a subset of P* and Lc(G ) is defined to be the set 
L* 
{w in VT* I S ~ w, a in C}. 
c~ 
They proved the following. 
COROLLARY 2. The class {Lc(G ) [ G is a phrase-structure grammar and C is 
a regular set} is precisely identical to the class of cfl's. 
v R is the reversal of v. 
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Proof. All symbols follow Corollary 1. Let R be the regular set 
{d--* a I a in Vr}* and let r be the substitution of P* defined by r(u ~ v) = 
(u ~ ~Y)R. Then r(C) is a regular set and thus ~(G' )  c~ r(C) is a cfl, since 
~(G ' )  is a cfl. It should be clear that Lc(G ) ~ h2(~(G' ) n ,(C)). Hence 
Lc(G ) is a cfl and therefore {all Lc(G)} C the class of cfl's. The converse 
inclusion is obvious. 
2. NONTERMINAL BOUNDED GRAMMARS AND 
REGULAR ASSOCIATE LANGUAGES 
If the associate language is a reasonable measure of derivational complexity 
of a grammar, there should be some appropriate relationships between them. 
In fact, one of such relationships will be established in this section. 
An example of a grammar with a simple derivational complexity is a 
grammar in which the number of nonterminals in any derivation does not 
increase beyond a fixed integer. Such a grammar is said to be nonterminal 
bounded [Altman and Banerji (1963-1965)]. Nonterminal bounded grammars 
and languages (languages generated by nonterminal bounded grammars) 
are of interest because of their simplicity. Their relationship to pushdown 
automata was studied by Ginsburg and Spanier (1966). In this section, it will 
be shown that a grammar is nonterminal bounded iff the associate language 
of it is a regular set. 
DEFINITION. Let G ----- (VN, VT, P, S) be a phrase-structure grammar. 
G is nonterminal bounded (abbreviated "nb") if there exists an integer k such 
that, if S *~ x *~ y for somey in Vr* then x contains at most k nonterminals. 
k is called a bound of G. 
In particular, if for each x such that S ~L* x ~L*y for some y in Vr*, 
x contains at most k nonterminals, then G is leftmost nb. 
The definition of "nb"  presented above is a weaker version of that of 
Altman and Banerji (1965) and is generalized to phrase-structure grammars. 
It should be noted that the "only if" part of Theorem 3 below does not 
hold under their definition. 
LEMMA 1. Let G be an nb phrase-structure grammar. Then ~(G)  is a 
regular set. 
Proof. We shall construct a finite automaton d which accepts ._¢J(G). Let 
G := (V~v, Vr, P, S) and d = (1<2, P, 8, qo, F). Let k 0 be a bound of G, and 
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let c be a new symbol. For  each x in (V  N kJ {c})*, let x e denote the string 
obtained from x by erasing all c's in x. Let  K = {x in (VN t3 {c})* I I x l <~ 
2k 0+ 1, [xc l  <~ k0}, q0 = S and F ~ {c,e}. For  each w in V*, let 
= CoWlCW2C "" cwm% if w = xowlxlw ~ ".. w~x,,  with x o and xm in Vr* , each 
x~. (1 <~ i < m) in VT+ and each w~ (I ~< i <~ m) in VN*, where c, ( j  = 0, m) 
is e if x~ = E, and c if x~ 4= E 6. 
Now let us define 8. Let  ~r be a product ion u -+ v. For  each x in K,  8(x, ~r) is 
defined only when x contains u. Assume x = yuz  for some y and z. Let  
YR and ZL denote the r ightmost symbol of y and the leftmost symbol  of z, 
respectively. It  is convenient o define YR = ~ (ZL =- e) if y = e (Z = E). 
Define y'  and z '  as follows: y =y 'c  (z =cz ' )  i f yR  =c  (zz =c) ,  and 
y -~ y '  (z = z') if YR ~= c (ZL V ~ c). Assume that v = XoVlX 1 ." %x~,  where 
x o and x ,  are in Vr* , each xi (1 <~ i < n) is in Vr~ and each vi (1 <~ i ~< n) is 
in VN+. 3(X, rr) is defined in two cases. 
(1) I fn  = 0 (i.e., v = xo), then 3(x, 7r) contains y 'z '  i f y  R ~ c, ZL V a c 
and x 0 = e; and y'cz '  otherwise. 
(2) I f  n 4 = 0, then 3(x, ~r) contains w = y'y"~z"z'  if w is in K, where 
y" =c  (z" =c)  if x 0=E andyR =c  (x~ =e and z L =c) ;  andy"  =e 
(z" = e) otherwise. 
We shall show that T(A)  = o/(G) .  For  each w in V*, let ~3 be the word 
obtained from w by erasing all elements of Vr • Since G is nb with a bound ho, 
it suffices to verify that 
(*) S *~o w, a in P*,  is valid in G with I ~ I ~< ko iff 8(S, a) contains ~, 
because if (*) is true, then S *~ w, w in VT* , is valid in G, i.e. a is in ~ ' (G)  iff 
3(S, a) contains either ~ = e (if w = e) or ~ = c (if w va e), i.e. a is in T(A) .  
I t  is easy to confirm from the definition of ~ that 
(**) each w in 3(q0, a), c~ in P*,  is of the form CoWoC "." cw~cn, n >/O, 
where each w; is in VN+ , and c o and c n are either c or e. This  implies that w 
contains at most ( we [ + lc ' s .  
The proof of (*) will be given by induction on the length of a. Clearly the 
statement is true if ] a I ~ 1. Assume the statement is true for all a such that 
]~]  ~k ,  k /> 1. Let  ~r be a product ion u -+v.  I f  S*~ow 1 ~w 2 and 
1~21 ~.~ k0, then w 1 must contain u. Thus by the inductive hypothesis, 
3(S, a) contains w l ,  and wl contains u. Since ] ~b 2 I ~ ko, w2 is possibly in 
3(wl,  ~r) from the definition of 3 and by (**). Thus  3(S, a~r) contains w2- 
6 V+ ~ VV* .  
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Conversely suppose that 8(S, a) contains x and 8(x, 7r) contains y. By the 
inductive hypothesis, there exists w 1 such that S *~o wl,  [wxl ~ ko and 
N~ = x. Since x contains u, w~ also contains u, and there exists w e such that 
wa =>~ w e and w~ = y. The fact thaty  is in K implies that l Y~ ] ~< ko • Hence 
S *o= we is valid in G with I ~bz I = I Y~ I ~ k0. 
Hence the statement is also true when ] 0- I = k + 1, and the proof of (*) is 
complete. 
The following theorem is known for context-free grammars [Friant 
(1968a); Fleck (1971)]. 
THEOREM 3. Let G be a phrase-structure grammar, d (G)  is a regular set 
iff G is nb. 
Proof. d(G)  is a regular set if G is nb, by Lemma 1. Consider the "only 
if" part. Assume that G is not nb. Define equivalence relation ~ on P* by: 
0-a ~ 0-2 iff for all y in P*, 0-17 is in d (G)  exactly when o-27 is in ~¢(G). It is 
known [Nerode (1958)] that ~ is of finite index iff d (G)  is a regular set. 
For each w in V*, let var(w) denote the number of nonterminals contained 
in w. Since G is not nb, for any integer k, there is a derivation S * ~ ,x  *~sY, 
y in Vr*, such that var(x) >/k.  Thus there exist infinitely many 0-~ and 
corresponding 3 n such that 
S N xn N y ,  , y ,  in Vr* and var(xn) = n. 
cr~ 6~ 
It is easily verified that for a and/3 in P*, 
(1) if S *~ w t and S *~ we, then var(wl) = var(wz) , and 
(2) if z a*~Bvl with v 1 in Vr* and z~*~v~ with v z in Vr* , then 
var(zl) = var(z2). 
Now assume that a~- ~ 0-3 for i v~ j. Then u,3 3- is in ~(G) ,  since %.3~ is in 
x '*~y ' .  d(G) .  Thus there exist x' in V* and y'  in Vr* such that S *~o~ ~; 
By (1), var(x') = i, since S G% x~. and var (x~) = i. By (2), var(x') = j ,  since 
SN¢~xjN~,y j ,  y~. in Vr* , and var(x~.) = j .  Thus i=var (x ' )  = j ,  a 
contradiction. Hence ¢i ~ ¢3 if i v~ j, and therefore ~ is not of finite index, 
which implies that d (G)  is not a regular set. 
It  is easy to show that it is decidable if a cfg is nb [Altman and Banerji 
(1965)]. Thus we have: 
COROLLARY 1. Given a cfg G, it is decidable whether d (G)  is a regular set. 
A cfg G --  (V~r, V r , P, S) is said to be ultralinear if V~ is a union of 
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disjoint (possibly empty) sets A 0 .... , A~ of nonterminals with the following 
property: For each Ai and each X in A i , each production with left side X is 
either of the form X ~ uYv with Y in Ai and u, v in Vr* , or of the form 
X--~ w with w in (VT • A0 U "-" U d,_l)*. 
It is known that a cfg is ultralinear iff it is nb [Ginsburg and Spanier (1966)]. 
Thus: 
COROLLARY 2. A cfg G is ultralinear if[ d (G)  is a regular set. 
Concerning the L-assoeiate language, we have the following result. The 
proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a phrase-structure grammar. 5¢L(G ) is a regular set 
if[ G is leftmost nb. 
DEI~INITION. A phrase-structure grammar G = (VN, Vr ,P ,S )  is 
said to be right-biased if all productions in P are of the form u -~ xv, where u 
is in VN+ , v is in VN* and x is in VT*. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a right-biased phrase-structure grammar which is 
leftmost nb. 
(1) I f  C 1 is a regular set, then Lcl(G ) is a regular set. In particular, 
LL(G ) is a regular set. 
(2) I f  C2 is a cfl, then Lc~(G ) is a cfl. 
I f  G is a cfg, it is, of course, decidable if dL(G ) is a regular set. But we can 
show a little more. 
THEOREM 5. Given a phrase-structure grammar G, it is decidable whether 
d~Cz(G ) is a regular set. 
Proof. Let G = (V•, VT, P, S). Let G' -~ (V~¢', VT' , P', So) be the 
grammar defined as follows. VS:  V u V n ~3{So,L ,R  } and VT'--~ 
{X' [ X in Vn} , where So, L, R and elements of V r' and V N : {X  I X in VN} 
are new symbols. 
For each x in V*, let £ denote the string obtained from x by replacing all 
elements of V n with the corresponding elements of V n . For each y in 
(V n u V~¢)*, let 37 denote the string obtained from y by erasing all elements 
of VN and by replacing all elements of V N with the corresponding elements of 





is in P. 
Vr'. Finally for each z in (V N U VN)*, let ~ denote the string obtained from z 
by replacing all elements of V n with the corresponding elements of V~-. Now 
let P '  contain: 
S O -+ SR. 
a -+ E for all a in VT. 
x --~ Lx for all x in V. 
(a) Lw --> ~L~ for all w in (VN t3 VN)* such that ~ = u, if u -+ v 
(b) La -+ L for all a in V r .  
(5) LR ~ E. 
(6) All productions in P. 
Let ~b be the homomorphism of V* into (VT')* defined by ¢(X) == X '  
for each X in V N and ¢(a) = E for each a in Vr .  We shall show that 
L* L* 
(*) Lz(G') --  {¢(x) in (Vr')* ] S F x ~ y, y in Vr*} 7. G 
The proof will be outlined. The detailed proof is immediate. To obtain 
¢(x) in G', first produce x'R by (1), (2) and (6), where x ~ zx' with z in 
VT* and x' in V~V*. That is, S O ~.  SR  ~L*, x'R. Then by (3), x'R ~L ,Lx 'R .  
L* Next, x ~a  Y can be simulated by (4), and ¢(x) = ¢(x') is produced on the 
left of L. Note that in the course of this simulation, no more new element of 
V n appears on the right of L (If it appears, it should be marked with the bar.). 
That the production (5) is applicable implies that the simulation is over. 
Hence (*) is valid. 
Now G is leftmost nb iff LL(G') is finite. By Corollary 1 of Theorem 2, 
LL(G' ) is a cfl and we can effectively find a cfg G such that LL(G' ) ~ L(G). 
Since it is decidable whether L(G) is finite [Ginsburg (1966)], it is decidable 
whether G is leftmost nb. Hence our assertion follows from Theorem 4. 
The above theorem is obviously not true if ~¢L(G) is replaced by d(G) .  
Indeed, given a context-sensitive grammar G, we can effectively construct 
a context-sensitive grammar G such that C is nb iffL(G) is a finite set. The 
latter is known to be undecidable [Landweber (1964)]. Thus we have: 
THEOREM 6. It  is undecidable whether, for a context-sensitive grammar G, 
d (G)  is a regular set. 
Here, wl *~ 6 w~ means that w~ *~ w2 is a derivation in G. 
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3. CONTEXT-FREE ASSOCIATE LANGUAGES 
In the previous ection, a necessary and sufficient condition for an associate 
language to be a regular set was given. We have seen that this condition 
corresponds to a very simple derivational complexity. A natural question 
arises: Under what condition is an associate language context-free ? In this 
section, we shall seek for an answer to this question. 
We wish the answer were desirable nough to include a rather large class of 
context-free grammars, because if it were, a certain kind of problem con- 
cerning matrix grammars might be resolved (cf., the open question cited at 
the end of the paper). Unfortunately the answer is very narrow. 
Throughout his section, we shall treat only cfg's. The following definition 
is essential in this section. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (VN, VT, P, S) be a cfg. Let w be a word in 
V* and let X be a nonterminal, w(X) denotes the number of Xs contained 
in w. 
For distinct nonterminals X and Y, G is said to be half-bounded with 
respect o (X, Y) if there exists an integer k(x,r ) such that, if S G x G y 
in G with y in VT* , then either x(X) ~ k(x,r ) or x(Y) ~ k(x,r ) . G is said to 
be half-bounded if G is half-bounded with respect o any nonordered pair 
(X, Y), X v~ Y, in V N × V•. k = max{k(x,r ) 1 X ~ Y, (X, Y) in V N × Vn} 
is called a bound of G. 
The meaning of the above definition is the following: Any sentential form w 
(i.e., a word derived from S) cannot contain simultaneously two distinct 
nonterminals, both of which occur more than k times in w, if it can produce 
some terminal string. 
LEMMA 2. Let G be a half-bounded cfg. Then the associate language ~¢(G) 
is a efl. 
Proof. Let G = (V~,  Vr ,  P, S) and let k o be a bound of G. We shall 
construct a pda M = (K, Z,/~, ~, Zo, q0, F)  such that N(M) = d(G). 
Let 27 = P, f '  = V N and Z 0 = S. Let K be the set of all x in VN* such that 
I xl  ~ noko, where n o is the number of elements in V~¢. q0 : e, F = {E}, 
and 8 is defined as follows. 
(1) Let ~b be the homomorphism of V* into V~* which maps each a in 
V r into E and each X in V N into itself. For each x in K7 and Ir in P, 8(x, rr, X) 
contains (x, ~b(u)) if ~r is X --* u. 
(2) For each x in Kand Z in  g~r, 8(x, E, Z) contains (xZ, E) i f xZ is  in K. 
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(3) For each x in K and Z in P~,  3(x, e, Z) contains (E, Zx) and 
(z, x). 
One can easily verify that N(M)C d(G).  To see the converse inclusion, 
let ~ = ~r 1 "'" ~k (each ~r i in P) be a word in d(G) .  There exists a derivation 
S~w 1 ~ "'" ~w~,w~in  Vr* .  
Consider the sequence ~b(wa),... , ~b(wk)= e. I f  ] ¢(w~)] ~< nok o for each i, 
1 ~< i ~ k, then o~ is clearly in N(M). I f  I ¢(%)1 > noko for some j, then wj 
contains only one nonterminal, say X , ,  which occurs more than k 0 times in 
wj, since G is half-bounded. Moreover w~- has at most (n o --  1)k 0 occurrences 
of nonterminals other than X j .  By rules (2) and (3), other nonterminals than 
Xj can be shunted into the finite control of M. Thus a is possibly in N(M), 
and thus ~¢(G) C N(M). 
LEMMA 3. Let G =- (VN, Vr,  P, S) be a reduced cfg s. G is not half- 
bounded with respect o (X, Y), X =/= Y, iff at least one of the followings is valid. 
(1) There exist words w and w" such that S ~ w with w(X) >~ 1 and 
w(Y) >~ 1, and XY  *~ w' with w'(X) >/2 and w'(Y) >/2. 
(2) There exist words w, w' and a nonterminal Z (X, Y and Z are distinct) 
such that S *~ w with w(X) >~ 1, w(Y) >/ 1 and w(Z) >/ 1, and XYZ * w' 
with w'(X) >/2, w'(Y) >~ 2 and w'(Z) ~ 1. 
(3) There exist words w, w' and nonterminals Z and W (X, Y, Z and W 
are distinct) such that S *~ w with w(X) >~ 1, w(Y) >~ 1, w(Z) >/ 1 and 
w(W) >~ 1, and XYZW *~ w' with w'(X) >~ 2, w'(Y) >/2, w'(Z) >/ 1 and 
w'(w) > 1. 
Proof. The "if" portion is obvious, since G is reduced. Consider the 
"only if" portion. Since G is not half-bounded with respect o (X, Y), for 
any integer k, there exists z such that S *~ z with z(X) >~ k and z(Y) >1- k. 
Assume that (1) does not hold. Five cases arise. 
(a) There exists x' such that X *~ x' and x'(X)/> 2. Then there is no y 
such that Y *~ y andy(Y) /> 2, since (1) does not hold. Furthermore there is 
no x such that X *~ x and x(Y) >~ 1. Thus a word z 0 and a nonterminal Z0 
(X =/= Z 0 @ Y) should exist such that S *~ z o with zo(X ) >/ 1, zo(Y ) >/ 1 
8 A cfg G = (VN, Vr, P, S) is said to be reduced if for each X, X ~ S, in VN, 
(1) there exist u and v in V* such that S *~ uXv and (2) there exists w in gr*  such 
that X ~ w. 
643/~2]2-4 
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and zo(Zo) >/ 1, and Z 0 *~ z o' for some z0' with Zo'(Y ) >/k. If  Zo'(Zo) >/ 1, 
then (2) holds. Otherwise, in order to increase Y, there should exist a non- 
terminal ZI(X ~ Z 1 ~ Y) such that Z 0 *~ z I for some z 1 with zl(Z1) ~ 1, 
and Z 1 N z 1' for some z 1' with zl'(Y ) >/h. If  zl'(Z1) >~ 1, then (2) holds. 
Otherwise, there should exist a nonterminal Z2 (X =/= Z 2 =/= Y) "-. 
In this way, we obtain Z0, Z1, "-'. Since ~ is finite, Z,~ = Zj for some 
i andj  (i < j). Let Z = Z, ,  then (2) holds. 
The following three cases are similar to (a). 
(b) There exists y '  such that Y *~ y '  and y'(Y) >/2. 
(c) There exists x' such that X *~ x' and x'(Y) >/2. 
(d) There exists y '  such that Y *~ y '  and y'(X) >/2. 
(e) Finally assume that any of (a)-(d) is not the case. We can show in 
the same manner as (a) that there exist nonterminals Z and W (Z and W are 
distinct from both X and Y) such that S *~ z for some z with z(X) >/ 1, 
z(Y) >/ 1, z(Z) >/ 1 and z(W) >/ 1, Z *~ u for some u with u(X) >/2, 
u(Y) >/2  and u(Z) >/ 1, and W*~ v for some v with v(X) >/2, v(Y) >/2 
and v(W) >/ 1. Then either (2) or (3) should hold, and the "only if" portion 
is verified. 
We are now ready to state a main result in this section. 
THEOREM 7. Let G be a cfg. The associate language d(G) is a cfl iff G is 
half-bounded. 
Proof. The "if" part was proved in Lemma 2. Let G = (Vn, Vr ,  P, S). 
Construct the reduced cfg G' from G by the method of Ginsburg (1966). It is 
easily seen that d (G)= sC(G'). Thus we may assume without loss of 
generality that G is reduced. 
To prove the "only if" part, assume that G is not half-bounded with 
respect o (X, Y), X =/: Y, in V N × VN. Then at least one of (1)-(3) in 
Lemma 3 holds. Suppose that (1) holds. (The other cases are similar.) Let ~? 
and a be those words in P* such that 
S *~ w with w(X) > 1, w(Y) >~ 1, and XY ~ w' with w'(X) > 2, w'(Y) > 2. 
r~ o~ 
Since G is reduced, there exist/3 and y in P* such that X Go x and Y *~ y 
with x and y in Vr*. Let a, b and c be the leftmost symbols in c~, fi and 7, 
respectively, c~,/3 and 7 may be chosen such that a if= b and b va c. (E.g., let 
a = (Y -~ ul), b = (X--* u2) and c = (Y -~ ua) for some ul ,  u2 and ua. 
Then a ~ b and b :/= c.) 
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For each Z in VN -- {X, Y}, determine 3z uniquely such that Z *~z z 
for some z in Vr*. Such a 3 z exists for each Z. Clearly R = {~z [Z  in 
VN -- {X, Y}}* is a regular set. Let L = d(G)  n ~a*/3*v*R. 
Let w(X) -: no, w(Y) = too, w'(X) = n 1 @ 1 andw'(Y) = m 1 + 1. Then 
L = {~Tc~ifl~o+nxiy '~°+~ai ~ ] for some 3 in R, i >/0}. 
Note that the leftmost symbol in S is neither a, b nor c. By this fact and 
because a :/= b and b =/= c, we can construct a gsm (generalized sequential 
machine) S such that S(L) = {a*bic ~[ i >/0}. I f  d (G)  is a cfl, then S(L) is 
also a cfl, a contradiction. Hence d(G)  is not a eft if G is not half-bounded. 
We have seen (Theorem 5) that there is an algorithm, for an arbitrary 
grammar G, to decide whether or not the L-associate language of G is a 
regular set. I f  G is a cfg, there is also an algorithm to decide whether or not the 
associate language of G is a cfl. 
T~Eom~M 8. Let G be a cfg. It is decidable whether or not the associate 
language d(G)  is context-free. 
Proof. First construct he reduced cfg G' from G by the method of 
Ginsburg (1966). This is effective. Since d (G)  = z~g(G'), it suffices to show 
that it is decidable if G' is half-bounded. 
Let G' = (VN, Vr,  P, S). It is enough to show that it is decidable if G' is 
half-bounded with respect o an arbitrary pair (X, Y), X :/: IT, in V N × Vn. 
By Lemma 3, check if either (1), (2) or (3) of Lemma 3 holds. This can be 
effectively done. Indeed, consider the case (3). (Cases (1) and (2) are similar.) 
It suffices to show that it is decidable, for any Z and W (X, ]7, Z and W are 
distinct) in V~, whether there exist w and w' such that S *~ w with w(X) >/1, 
w(Y) ~ 1, w(Z) /> 1 and w(W) >/ 1, and XYZW *~ w' with w'(X) >/2, 
w'(r) >~ 2, w'(Z) >~ 1 and w'(W) >~ 1. 
Consider the cfg Gi = (V~ u Vr, fi~, Pi, S), where V-~ = {X, Y, Z, W) 
and P1 = P u {A -+ A I A in {X, Y, Z, W)) u {B --> e ] B in V N U VT}. Let 
R1 = {x in fir* ]x(X) >~ 1, x(Y) /> 1, x(Z) >/1 and x(W) >~ 1}. We can 
effectively find a finite automaton A 1 such that T(Aa) = R a . Now there 
exists w iffL(G1) m R 1 is not empty. The latter is decidable [Ginsburg (1966)]. 
Next consider the cfg G 2 = (V~v u Vrk){$2} , fiT, P2, S~), where 
P2 ---= Pa u {S 2 --~ XYZW) .  Let R~ = {x in fir* Ix(X) >/ 2, x(Y) >~ 2, 
x(Z)/> 1 and x(W) >/1}. A finite automaton A s can be effectively found such 
that T(Az) = R2. There exists w' iffL(Gz) n R~ is not empty. The latter is 
decidable. Thus it is decidable if (3) holds. 
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Hence it is decidable whether or not ~'(G)  is a cfl. 
In the above theorem, it is essential that G is a cfg. In fact, if G is an arbitrary 
context-sensitive grammar, the above decision problem becomes to be 
unsolvable. 
THEOREM 9. It is undecidable whether the associate language sC'(G) of a 
context-sensitive grammar G is a cfl. 
Proof. Let G = ( l / ) ,  VT, P, S). For each X in VN, let X '  and X" be new 
symbols. Consider the context-sensitive grammar G ' - - (V~¢' ,  Vr ,  P',  S), 
where V N' = V~v u {X', X" I X in V•} and P'  consists of: 
(1) All productions in P. 
(2) X--+ X',  X--~ X", X'---* X and X"--* X for all X in V N. 
By Theorem 6, it suffices to show that d (G ' )  is a eft iff G is nb. Assume G 
is nb. Clearly G' is also nb. Thus by Theorem 3, ~(G ' )  is a regular set and 
hence a eft. 
Conversely assume G is not nb. Then there exists a nonterminal X such 
that, for each integer k, there exists a derivation S *~ x ~ y such that y is in 
VT* and x(X) ~ k. Let ,rl,  ~r~, wa and 7r 4 be X --+ X', X ---* X", X '  --* X 
and X" --+ X, respectively. Let P = P '  - -  {~h, 7r2, ~3, ~r~}, and consider 
L = ~' (G' )  n P*Tri*Tr2*Tra*~r~*P*. 
Clearly L = {~Trl*Tr~%i~4Jfi l or some ~ and /3 in /5., i ~/ 0, j >/ 0}. By 
constructing a gsm S such that S(L) = {~hiTreJrrairr4 ~ l i, j /> 0}, d (G ' )  is 
shown not to be context-free. 
4. DERIVATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF CONTEXT-FREE LANGUAGES 
In the previous sections, we have considered the derivational complexity of 
grammars by using associate languages. Now in this section, we shall extend 
the notions of "nonterminal bounded" and "half-bounded" to the notion of 
"rank" of context-free grammars and languages. It will be shown that for 
each nonnegative integer k, there exists a cfl whose rank is k, thus the cfl's are 
classified by their derivational complexity. 
This section also treats, as Section 3 did, only context-free grammars and 
languages. 
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Notation. Let G = (VN, Vr,  P, S) be a cfg. For each integer n >/O, a 
nonterminal X in V• and a word go in V*, let 
if go(X) 
otherwise. 
Let Over,(w) = ~.xinv N C,(X,  w). 
DEFINrrmN. A cfg G = (V N , V r , P, S) is said to have an apparent rank 
n if there exists an integer k such that, for each x in V*, if S *~ x ~> y for 
some y in Vr* then Over~(x) ~< n. G has (precise) rank n (denoted by 
r(G) = n) iff n is the smallest apparent rank of G 9. 
Clearly every cfg has a finite rank. Note that a cfg G has rank 0 iff G is nb, 
and G has rank ~< 1 iff G is half-bounded. 
In Theorem 8, we have proved that, given a cfg G, there is an algorithm to 
decide whether or not r(G) <~ 1. By a similar method, we can show a little 
more, i.e., it can be shown that there is an algorithm to determine the rank of a 
given cfg. To do this, we need an auxiliary definition. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a cfg and let _Sf 1 ,..., X,~ be distinct nonterminals of 
G. G is said to be (X  1 ..... Xn)-unbounded if, for each integer k, there is a 
derivation S *~ x *~ y such thaty  is in Vr* and x(Xi) >~ k for each i. 
Clearly r(G) >/m iff G is (X 1 ,..., Xm)-unbounded for some X 1 .... , X~.  
By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3, one can easily show the 
following. Note that Y; may be Xg for somej. 
LEMMA 4. Let G be a reduced cfg. G is (X  t .... , Xn)-unbounded iff there 
exist words w, go' and nonterminals Y1 ,..., Y~ such that, for each i, S ~ w with 
go(Xi) ~/ 1 andgo(Yi) ~/ 1, and X 1 "" X ,Y  1 "" Y,~ *~ go' goithgo'(X,) ~/ 2and 
go'(YO >~ 1. 
THEOREM 10. There is an algorithm to determine the rank of a given 
cfgG. 
Proof. We may assume that G is reduced. For if not, construct the reduced 
grammar G' by Ginsburg's method (1966). Clearly r (G)= r(G'). Let 
G=(V~,  VT ,P ,  S). For each 1 ~n~(VN)  , where (VN) denotes the 
cardinality of Vw, let 
9,  = {(x1 ,..., x , )  j x~ in VN, & ~ x j  for i # J} _c v~", 




Q= U Q°. 
ClearlyQ is finite. Check if G is 0-unbounded, for each 0 in Q. By Lemma 4 
and by a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 8, this can be shown to 
be decidable. I f  G is not a-unbounded for each a in Q1, then r(G) = O. 
Otherwise, for k >~ 1, if G is not/3-unbounded for each 13 in Q~+I and is 
7-unbounded for some 7 in Qk, then the rank of G is h. 
DEFINITION. The rank of a cfl L, denoted by r(L), is n iff 
n = min{r(G) IL(G) = L}. 
It is known [Ginsburg and Spanier (1966)] that it is undecidable whether 
a cflL is ultralinear (equivalently r(L) = 0). Thus: 
There is no effective procedure to determine the rank of a given cfl. 
To obtain a main result in this section, we need some auxiliary notions. 
Following Brainerd (1968), the index of a derivation O: w 1 ~ w~ ~ "" ~ w~ 
(denoted by Ind(O)) is the smallest integer n such that neither of the words we, 
1 ~< i ~< k, has more than n occurrences of nonterminals. For a word w in 
L(G), let 
Ind(w) = min{Ind(O) ] O is a derivation of w from S}. 
For a cfg G and a eft L, let 
Ind(G) -~ max{Ind(w) l w in L(G)}, 
and 
Ind(L) = min{Ind(G) J L(G) = L}. 
I f  Ind(L) < oo, then the language L is said to be of finite index; otherwise of 
infinite index. 
Clearly, if a cfl L is of rank 0, then L is of finite index. (The converse is not 
true.) 
LEMMA 5. Every Dyck language 1° is of rank I. 
10 The  Dyck  language over an alphabet 27 = {a,,  a,' t 1 < i < n) is the language 
generated by a cfg G = ({S}, 27, P, S), where P = {S  -+ e, S --+ Sa ,Sa(S  [ 1 < i <-< n}. 
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Proof. Salomaa (1969) showed that the Dyck language Do over an alphabet 
{a, a'} is of infinite index. Let D be the Dyck language over an alphabet with 
2n (n >~ 1) symbols. Clearly r(D) ~< 1, since D is generated by a cfg with only 
one nonterminal. Assume r(D) =- 0. There exists a homomorphism h such 
that h(D) = D O . Since homomorphisms do not increase the rank, r(Do) = O, 
a contradiction. Hence r(D) = 1. 
THEOREM 11. Let L/_C Z'~* (i = 1, 2) be cfl's, where ~1 and Z 2 are disjoint 
from each other. Let c be a symbol not in Z 1 td Z2 , then r(LxcL2) =- r(L1) 4- r(Lz). 
Proof. Let r(Li) -- hi. Clearly r(LlcL~) <~ k 1 + k~. Assume thatL(G) 
L~cL 2 for some cfg G with r(G) < ka + k2. Let G = (Vx, VT, P, S). We 
may assume that G is reduced. Let 
and 
V L = {X in VNI S ~ uXvcw}, 
V e ={Y in  V N] Y*~ucv},  
VR = {Z in V~r l S ~ wcuZv}. 
Each element in VL, V~, and VR is called a L-variable, c-variable, and 
R-variable, respectively. 
First note that if S *~ w, then w contains just one c-variable, say W. Let 
w ~- wlWw 2 . Then w 1 contains no R-variables and w~ contains noL-variables. 
Call a production X ~ u a c-production if u contains either a c-variable or c. 
Note that if u contains a c-variable, it is unique. (Otherwise, X -+ u is 
useless.) Next, note that each c-production is either of the form Y -+ uZv 
or of the form Y ~ ucv, where Z is a c-variable, u is in (V L k3 Z1)* and v is in 
(VR U Z'~)*. For each c-production ~r: Y -~ uZv (~/: Y--+ uev), let ~L(7/L) 
be Y -> uZ (Y  ~ u) and let ~r~(~/R ) be Y --+ Zv (Y  --~ v). If  ( is not a c-pro- 
duction, let {:L = seR = ~:. Let PL = {~rL [ 7r in P}, PR = {~rR ]~r in P}, and 
consider the cfg's G L ~- (VN, Vr ,  PL, S) and G R - (V~r , Vr ,  PR, S). 
It is easy to show that L(GL) - Lx , L(GR) = L~ and r(GL) + r(GR) 
r(G) < k 1 + k~ . Since r(Li) = ki , L(GL) = LI andL(GR) = L2 , r(GL) >~ kl 
and r(GR) ~ k 2 . Thus r(Gz) + r(GR) ~ k 1 + h2, a contradiction. 
COROLLARY ]. For each integer n ~ O, there exists a cflL such that r(L) = n. 
COROLLARY 2. There exists a cfl L such that the associate language of each 
cfg which generates L is not a cfl. 
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COROLLARY 3. The following operations do not preserve (may increase) the 
rank of a cfl. 
(a) Intersection with a regular set. 
(b) Gsm mapping. 
Proof. (a) The assertion follows from the fact that every eft is a homo- 
morphic image of the intersection of a Dyck language and a regular set. Note 
that a homomorphism does not increase the rank. 
(b) By (a), there exist a cf lL and a regular set R such that 
r(L (5 R) > r(L). Let L U R _ 2J* and let c be a symbol not in 27. Clearly 
r(Lc) = r(L). Let A = (K, 27, ~A, P0, F) be a deterministic finite automaton 
accepting R. Let S = (K, 27 ~9 {c), 27, 3, A, Po) be the gsm defined as follows: 
For each p in K and a in 27, 
3(p, a) : 3a(p, a), A(p, a) = a; 
3(p, c) ~-p  and )~(p, c) = ~ if p is in F. 
It should be clear that S(Lc) ~- L c~ R. Since r(L n R) > r(Lc), S increases 
the rank. 
Notation. For each cfg G = (V~,  VT, P, S), let Pro(G) = #(P)  and 
Var(G) = #(Vu).  For a cflL, let Pro(L) = rain{Pro(G)IL(G) =L)  and 
Vat(L) = min{Var(G) fL(G) = L}. 
The following eorollary was first proved by Gruska (1967, 1969). 
COROLL~RY 4. For each integer n >/O, 
(a) there is a cflL 1 such that Var(Lx) = n, and 
(b) there is a cfl L 2 such that Pro(L~) = n. 
Proof. By Lemma 5, there exist Dyck languages D 1 ,..., Dk such that 
r(Dt) = 1 for eaeh i. We may assume D~ _C {al, ai'}* with a~ @ aj for i @ j. 
(a) Let L 1' = DieD ~ ".. cD~ and L 1 = Ll'c for k >/ 1. Clearly r(Ll' ) = 
r(L1) and thus by Theorem 11, r(L1) == k. Thus Var(L1) >/k.  On the other 
hand, obviously Var(L1) ~ k -+- 1. Since D~ C {ai, a j}*, ai @ aj and a~ @ c 
for i :/: j, it should be clear that Var(La) @ k. Therefore, Vat(L1) = k + 1 
(h >/ 1). For n = 0 or 1, the assertion is trivial. 
(b) Let L 2 == DlcD 2 ." cD~ for k >/ 1. By a similar argumant, it is 
easily shown that Pro(L~) = 2k + 1. Let d be a new symbol, and consider 
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L2' = L2 v) {d}. Clearly Pro(L~') = Pro(La) q- 1. The  remaining cases 
(n = 0, 1, 2) are trivial. 
We close the paper with the following open question: 
Given a cfg G with productions P and a regular set R _C p* ,  is it decidable 
whether or not ~(G)  ~ R is empty ? I f  this is decidable, it follows that the 
emptiness problem for matrix grammars is solvable. 
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